Demonstrating the cotton-tipped applicator method to standardize dermatologic surgery suture tail length
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CLINICAL CHALLENGE
Suture end length is an important indicator of knot integrity. Knots with an end length between 3 and 10 mm are less likely to come unraveled than knots with an end length of <3 mm.1 It is important, however, to cut the sutures short enough to prevent the ends from entangling. This can be achieved by cutting the sutures to a length that is less than the distance between sutures.2 For new learners and surgical assistants, measuring each knot end length before cutting is time consuming and laborious. Thus, this standardized method could be used to help teach and replicate appropriate suture tail length. Equipment that is needed includes a sterile, standard-sized cotton-tipped applicator (approximately with 3-mm head diameter) and suture scissors.

SOLUTION
In this video tutorial (Video 1, available on www.jaad.org), we demonstrate a suture cutting technique known as the cotton-tipped applicator method. This technique allows for consistent suture end length and improved knot integrity when using interrupted percutaneous sutures:
1. Once the suture knot has been tied, the cotton-tipped applicator is placed directly on top of the knot, with the wooden end of the applicator perpendicular to the line of the incision. For purposes of antisepsis, the applicator should not come into contact with any surface that would compromise the sterile or clean procedure.
2. The suture scissors are placed directly on top of the head of the applicator and the suture is cut, leaving a tail with a length of approximately 3 mm (Fig 1).
3. These steps are repeated for each knot to achieve consistent, uniform, and effective percutaneous suturing.
**Fig 1.** Steps 1 and 2 of the cotton-tipped applicator method. The cotton-tipped applicator is placed perpendicular to the line of incision, with the suture scissors located directly superior to the applicator.
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